
EVALUATE

Conduct hotel implementation survey & evaluate properties for compliance

Compliment: With positive feedback from hotels and guests, a product appears to be 
successful

Internal evaluation of design & innovation process

We asked ourselves, what is the next BIG breakfast idea?  Our research showed that

guests wanted customizable, hot, breakfast items, so we tested 25 di�erent products.

Guest loved it, but most items were too complicated, or too expensive to implement.

EXCEPT FOR ONE PRODUCT...

SUCCESS! 
Waffles at 
Breakfast 

Testing -
design a method & process to test & 
evaluate the effect adding waffles to the 
breakfast offering

Design & complete training manual, video for hotel properties 
(different materials for different types of properties)

Design Communications to Owners & GMs about new initiative

Testing: Building our Circle of Friends -
We build our circle by including our hotels, 
GM’s and owners in testing our concepts

Evaluate waffles for: portion size, 
consumption level, taste satisfaction, ease of 
guest usage

Evaluate effect of adding waffles to other 
breakfast items (ie: lower consumption of 
pastry items) 

Photography & video footage of testing to 
use for training collateral

Evaluate existing conditions across all 
properties for: footprint on counter top, 
storage requirements, location of outlets in 
breakfast area.

Use lessons learned from testing to tweak the 
design of final items before rollout

DESIGN COMPONENTS

PROCURE & LAUNCH

Conduct final negotiations with all vendors code compliance,
safety, cost, ease of use, durability (global & domestic)

Order & package all materials for launch

Train BPS team members to conduct training at hotel properties

Roll out delivery of Waffle items to hotels

Engage in Staff training on procedure, use & maintenance

Design marketing communications to guests introducing 
waffles at breakfast

Waffle Iron - Source multiple vendors to find a machine that 
delivers on: code compliance, safety, cost, ease of use, durability 
(global & domestic)

Waffle Batter - Source multiple vendors to find a batter that 
delivers on: taste, nutrition, cost, shelf life, global distribution

Batter Dispenser - Design a machine that delivers on sanitation 
code compliance (pre-mixes waffle powder & water), safety, cost, 
ease of use, durability (global & domestic)

Dispenser Cups - Design a cup that indicates the right amount of 
batter to use

Non-Stick Spray - Source a non-stick spray for use on waffle iron 
(global distribution)

Waffle Fork - Source a fork for guest to remove cooked waffle 
from iron

Syrup - Source a syrup as a condiment to the waffle

Display - Branding & Graphics - design the instructions and 
infographics associated with the waffle display (multi-lingual for 
global properties)

Training - evaluate existing conditions & design implementation 
guidelines for different generational properties (multi-lingual for 
global properties)

Minimize space requirements (countertop & storage)

Humor
Sometimes the concepts don’t 

turn out so well and we have to 
go back to the Guest Loyalty 

drawing board

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

Lighthouse Brand: We partner with top vendors to create products

Consistency:  How can we take the product and make it work in every hotel?  

Ease of use & guest satisfaction

Unleash Hamptonality:  How do we take an ordinary concept or product 
and add our Hamptonality splash fitting our unstoppable personality?

People Make It Hampton:
What’s the best way to set our team members up for success to implement 
this new product in every hotel? (Ease of implementation, training, 
maintenance)

Code compliance in each location


